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I N S T R U C T I O N  M A N U A L 

 
 

Manual version 1.0 
 

This user manual will help you assemble and operate this product safely and quickly, 
so please spend a couple of minutes to read through the enclosed information. 

 
Due to continuous product development, please check for the latest version of this product manual at: 

www.novopro.co.uk 
 

Designed and engineered in the UK and manufactured in China for Novopro Ltd. 
Novopro Ltd is a trade-only supplier and only supply wholesale to trade resellers. 

At the end of the products working life, please take it to a recycling plant for environmentally friendly disposal. 
Due to continuous product development, specifications and appearance are subject to change. E&OE. © Copyright Novopro Ltd. 
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Thank you for purchasing this Novopro product. 
Unpacking and safety Please unpack your new product carefully. Your product should reach you in perfect condition. Please check that 
no damage has occurred during transit. If any damage is found or there are any missing pieces from the packing list,  please contact the 
retailer you purchased it from immediately. Do not attempt to assemble it unless you have everything listed below. 
 
Packing list 
A: 1 x allen (hex) key  
B: 4 x hex bolts (these will be supplied screwed into each end of the stand poles for shipping) 
C: 2 x small washers for base bolts 
D: 2 x large washers for top bolts 
E: 4 x EVA foam pads for top plates  
F: 2 x stand poles with adjustable height 
G: 2 x bases 
H: 2 x top plates 
I: 1 x instruction manual (this document) 
 
The Novopro SMS50R monitor stand has been designed for ease of use and assembly. To assemble the stand, study the diagram below 
right and everything should be self explanatory. To attach the foam pads, simply remove their backing sheet and apply to the top plate. 
 

 
 
Angle adjustment 
To adjust the angle of the top plate, simply loosen the hex bolt that attaches the top plate to the stand pole. The hex bolt sits in a 
curved, cut out groove and by adjusting where the bolt sits in this groove you will see that the top plate angle changes. Experiment with 
different positions and when you have achieved your ideal angle, simply tighten the hex bolt to secure the top plate position.  
IMPORTANT - do not exceed a 15 degree tilt angle as your monitor speaker may move due to the vibration of the bass frequencies of 
any music played through them. This could cause the monitor to fall if the angle is too steep. 
 
The stand will now be sufficiently stable but due diligence and appropriate safety measures must be implemented and adhered to within 
public areas. It is the user’s responsibility to use the product in a safe manner and within current Health and Safety Guidelines.   
 
Specifications 
Height: 240mm – 380mm / 9.4 – 15 inches 
Maximum load: 30Kg / 66lb 
Material: Ø 35mm / 1.37 inches and Ø 41mm / 1.6 inches steel pole and base 
Surface and colour: black powder coated 
Weight: 2.15Kg / 4lb 11oz 

Due to continuous product development, specifications and appearance are subject to change. E&OE. © Copyright Novopro Ltd. 


